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COVID-19’s Impact on Ecommerce and Online Shopping Behavior 3
Did you know?

• By the second quarter of 2020, our lives as we knew them had changed significantly. But how have things changed 
18+ months on? 

• The lockdowns that were so rampant last year have lifted, and restaurants, movie theaters and gyms have largely 
reopened. But many of those in-person businesses are facing staffing shortages while children are still out of 
school (whether by parent preference or school mandate). 

• Despite those who call this the “post-COVID” era, the situation is still rapidly changing. But retail and ecommerce 
businesses have begun to see new behavioral shifts in shopping habits, as well as which changes over the past year 
show signs of sticking.
o New trending product categories.

❖ Grocery ecommerce soared in the second week of March 2020. “In a matter of months, the grocery 
ecommerce landscape in North America accelerated by three to five years,” wrote analysts at 
McKinsey, who also provided the below data:

❖ 20-30% of business moved online during pandemic’s peak
❖ Online grocery penetration settled at 9-12% at the end of 2020

o Lower loyalty - For a wide variety of reasons, consumer loyalty to their typical brands has fallen. eMarketer 
reports that in mid-2021 more than 80% of consumers reported buying a different brand than usual — and 
that’s a trend that started early on in the pandemic. Today’s reasons are typically around lower prices (65%) 
and out-of-stock products (51%).

o Contactless payment - It’s not practical to expect that online transactions could replace every single in-
person purchase. 

o Coronavirus-friendly fulfillment - While some shoppers turned to digital commerce, others made use of new 
or expanded pick-up or delivery options from their local, physical stores. 

o Social media shopping - Several social media platforms took advantage of higher online retail demand by 
adding more commerce features, enabling shoppers of participating online retailers to browse and purchase 
products without ever leaving the platform. In 2020, social commerce made up 3.4% of total ecommerce 
sales, and that percentage is expected to continue rising.
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Did you know?
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10 Years of Global EV Sales 5
Did you know?

• In 2011, around 55,000 electric vehicles (EVs) 
were sold around the world. 10 years later in 
2021, that figure had grown close to 7 million 
vehicles.

• With many countries getting plugged into 
electrification, the global EV market has seen 
exponential growth over the last decade. Using 
data from the International Energy Agency (IEA), 
this infographic shows the explosion in global EV 
sales since 2011, highlighting the countries that 
have grown into the biggest EV markets.

• In 2014, the U.S. was the largest EV market 
followed by China, the Netherlands, Norway, and 
France. But things changed in 2015, when China’s 
EV sales grew by 238% relative to 2014, 
propelling it to the top spot.

• China’s growth had been years in the making, 
with the government offering generous subsidies 
for electrified cars, in addition to incentives and 
policies that encouraged production. In 2016, 
Chinese consumers bought more EVs than the 
rest of the world combined—and the country 
hasn’t looked back, accounting for over half of 
global sales in 2021.
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Gen Z has 86% less purchasing power than baby boomers did in their 20s
Times are tough, inflation is sky high, but just how bad are things really?
A new study by customer review company Consumer Affairs analyzed data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the 
U.S. Census, the National Association of Realtors, and the Education Data Board to quantify Gen Z’s purchasing power 
compared to the purchasing power of baby boomers in the 1970s. Here’s what they found:
• Real wages are going down: Gen Z has 86% less purchasing power compared to baby boomers when they were in 

their 20s. Americans have seen wages increase by 80% since the 1970s. However, the average Consumer Price 
Index has increased by over 500%.

• Housing costs are going up: Housing prices and rental rates have shot up. Gen Z is paying almost 100% more for 
homes. Today, the average house is $309,400. In the 1970s it was $24,800, or $185,600 in today’s dollars. Similarly, 
the median rent is $2,000 per month, in the 1970s it was $800 per month in 2022 dollars.

• College costs are going way up: Tuition rates have skyrocketed. The average price of tuition at a public university 
has increased by 310%, while the price of a private four-year college has increased by 245%. Meanwhile, college 
graduates have increased by 254% since 1970.

• And let’s not even talk about the pump: Gas rates are also shooting up. Gas currently costs 57% more than it did in 
1970. It’s $4.70 per gallon, compared to $3.00 in 1970, in today’s dollars.

US Employers Struggle To Find Enough Workers
• Salespeople, food servers, postal workers -- "Help Wanted" ads are proliferating across the United States, as 

companies struggle to deal with a worker shortage caused by the pandemic, a rash of early retirements and 
restrictive immigration laws.

• More than 10 million openings went unfilled in June, according to government data, while fewer than six million 
people were seeking work, even as employers desperately try to boost hiring amid a frenzy of consumer spending.

• "We have a  lot of  jobs, but  not enough workers to fill them," the US Chamber of Commerce, which represents 
American companies, said in a statement.

• Many of those who stopped working as Covid-19 first ravaged the US economy in early 2020 have never returned.
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10 ecommerce trends for 2022 and the future of DTC growth:
1. Direct-to-Consumer Marketing Overtakes DNVB Operations - To overcome the struggles of scale, traditional 

DNVBs are moving beyond DTC as an operational model.
2. Retail Rebounds Post-Pandemic & Omni-Channel Surges - New growth aside, in-store retail towers above online 

sales by over $15.21t. Although coronavirus accelerated ecommerce adoption, brick-and-mortar’s rebound has 
been swift.

3. Facebook Remains on the Social Media (Acquisition) Throne - Over-indexed on Facebook and awash in rising 
costs, diversification has become DTC’s buzzword du jour.

4. Retention Accelerates Because You Can’t Wait a Lifetime for LTV - When calculating a customer’s value, a 
“lifetime” is a long time. Far too long for any business that operates under the real-world demands of cash flow.

5. Ecommerce Businesses Turn to Profits & One ‘Future’ Formula - For all its complexity, ecommerce growth comes 
down to four metrics: visitors, conversion rate, LTV (cash multiplier), and variable costs: (V x CR x LTV) - VC = $

6. Online Shopping Compounds Gains with AOV Optimization - In-cart upsells for “Mystery” items and one-click, 
post-purchase offers. Tiered discounts through spending thresholds and installment plans to lower friction. 

7. Multi-Channel Unites Demand Generation & Demand Capture - The proliferation of channels presents two 
challenges: one, structural; the other, tactical.

8. Creative Content Anchors Itself in the Funnel’s Analytics - In the wake of high-profile launches, numerous 
incumbent and DTC retailers have met content disaster. Amidst that bleak backdrop, can content and commerce be 
profitably united? Yes.

9. SMS > Social Commerce for Intimate Customer Experience - Despite the hype surrounding in-app purchase 
options on Facebook and Instagram, consumers aren’t buying. With low incentives to make native selling work, 
don’t expect salvation to come from the social networks — not immediately nor outside a seismic acquisition.

10. International Ecommerce Almost Becomes the New Normal - For the first time in history, the world is within 
reach. Though navigating beyond borders is not without its challenges. Once the purview of global conglomerates, 
medium retailers can begin selling across the world with the flip of a switch. “Who wants to call BS?                        
Don’t be shy.”
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DNVB Power List
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July U.S. eGrocery sales climb 17% versus year ago to $7.8 billion
• Total U.S. online grocery sales for July jumped 17% year over year to $7.8 billion, driven by inflationary pressures 

and strong demand for Delivery and Pickup services triggered by ongoing COVID concerns, according to the Brick 
Meets Click/Mercatus Grocery Shopping Survey fielded July 29-30, 2022.

• “COVID-19 concerns coupled with inflation have forced a tradeoff between two fundamental desires for shoppers –
not getting infected and not paying more than necessary,” said David Bishop, partner at Brick Meets Click. “While 
online shopping – especially delivery – costs more than in-store shopping, using an online service may help prevent 
illness which could cost more in the long term due to lost wages and other life complications.”

Expanded user base for Pickup and Delivery –
• During July, more than 68 million households went online to                                                                  

buy groceries, a 3% gain versus last year but only the Pickup and                                                            
Delivery segments benefited from that increased demand.

• Pickup’s monthly active user (MAU) base expanded more than                                                                   
5% and Delivery’s expanded nearly 4% during the month.

• Ship-to-Home’s MAU base contracted more than 4%.
Inflation's impact on demand and AOV
• Compared to July of last year, the MAU base for Mass, which                                                                  

appeals to more cost-conscious shoppers, grew just over 1%                                                                      
while Grocery’s MAU base contracted over 10%.

• The average order value (AOV) aggregated across all three receiving methods grew 11% on a year-over-year basis.
• Delivery reported the largest AOV increase, growing 13% versus the prior year, Ship-to-Home rose 9%, and Pickup 

reported a more modest gain of 5%.
• From a channel perspective, AOVs for Pickup and Delivery orders climbed 9% in Grocery and 10% in Mass versus 

July 2021. 
Cross-shopping between Grocery and Mass grew to 1 in 3.
• Cross-shopping between Grocery and Mass increased to 30% in July, 4 points higher than last year.
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Top-Quartile Grocery Stores Generate Weekly Online Sales 6x Higher
• Conventional grocery stores in the top-performing quartile generated average weekly online grocery sales of 

$43,895, 6.3 times higher than the median sales of $6,934 for rest of the stores, according to the Brick Meets Click 
eGrocery Performance Benchmarking 2021 Wave. A dramatically higher average order value (AOV) was one factor 
that influenced the strong performance of these top-quartile stores.

• “Grocers are well aware that many variables affect performance across their base of stores, but they need to 
occasionally challenge or retest assumptions about growth drivers as selling online evolves and matures,” said 
David Bishop, Partner at Brick Meets Click. “This quartile analysis reinforced that excelling at selling online – like 
operating a physical store – requires both a sound strategy and effective execution.”

• Larger orders: The AOV at the top stores was 46%                                                                                            
higher, as customers spent nearly $126 per order,                                                                            
compared to $86 at the lower-quartile stores. The                                                                               
availability of alcohol, whether beer only, beer and                                                                         
wine, or beer, wine, and liquor, likely played a role in                                                                     
the higher AOVs, as 90% of the top-quartile stores                                                                              
sold alcohol online while only 60% of the others did. 

• Store Location: Where a store is located is not as                                                                                           
significant a factor as some may believe. Top-quartile                                                                          
stores operating in zip codes with a population under                                                                        
10,000 reported 31% higher weekly sales than stores                                                                          
in areas with a population over 40,000. In contrast, sales at stores in the lower quartiles increased as the size of the 
population did.

• Age of Service: Top-quartile stores have matured much better than the rest. Top-quartile stores had operated                                    
online longer as 50% have done so for four or more years as compared to 34% of the others. Only 10% of the top-
quartile stores had operated for less than one year versus 25% of all other stores.

• Range of Service: Offering multiple ways to receive an online order mattered the most. 
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Target Q2 profit plummets under inventory pressure as sales rise
• Target took a steep dive for the 2nd straight quarter as the company felt the impact of inventory reduction efforts.
• The discount giant reported net earnings of $183 million in the second quarter of fiscal 2022, down a whopping 90% 

from $1.82 billion in the same quarter a year earlier. This followed a more than 50% year-over-year drop in the first 
quarter of fiscal 2022. Second quarter adjusted earnings per share (EPS) of $0.39 decreased 89% compared with 
$3.64 in the second quarter of 2021.

“Worst drought in 500 years” dries out food trade as heatwave drains Europe’s rivers
• Across continental Europe, a sweltering summer heatwave has led to the drying up of crucial waterways, hampering 

critical trade. One of the most significant passages for agri-food shipments such as grain, the Rhine river, is fast 
becoming impassable for barge traffic. In Italy, the country’s “king of rivers,” the Po, is reportedly two meters lower 
than normal, triggering warnings of crop productivity slowing to a trickle.

• Meanwhile, Serbia, Romania and Bulgaria are dredging deeper channels into the historic Danube, which snakes its 
way 1,800 miles through central Europe toward the Black Sea.

• In Bavaria, the Danube reached 25°C earlier this month and could hit 26.5°C by mid-month, meaning its oxygen 
content could drop below six parts per million – which is fatal for trout.

• Europe’s summer heatwaves have coincided with a shortage of gas for power stations, heating and industrial 
processes due to slashed Russian exports. This has led to temporary switches by operators back to more coal and oil 
usage, which even further exacerbate the climate crisis.

• The adverse weather conditions are expected to drag down the region’s economies far worse than the €5 billion 
(US$5.1 billion) hit caused by Rhine transit issues in 2018, according to Albert Jan Swart, a transportation economist 
at ABN Amro Bank.

• “The ‘just in time’ model won’t become worthless for transport,” says climate researcher Fred Hattermann at the 
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research. “But they are likely to become less reliable in the future. We need to 
build more buffers into our system.” The sinking water levels coupled with inflated gas prices presents a threat to 
Europe’s inland food ingredient factories.
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A new corridor on the table for China and Central Asia
• A new, Central Asian corridor is on the table, linking China, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Afghanistan. The possibility of 

establishing this corridor became the topic of discussion at a recently held meeting between railway companies of 
the Central Asian countries involved.

• These routes follow a different roadmap from the recently proposed China – Kyrgyzstan – Uzbekistan – Afghanistan. 
It is not entirely clear why a new, different corridor is needed, amidst the ongoing projects to realize better railway 
connections in Central Asia.

• It is noteworthy to say that the mentioned corridors have been on the table for long. The current drawback of trade 
between China and Europe has revived interest in Central Asian corridors, but at the same time these corridors are 
difficult to realize, due to geographic hurdles and a lack of financial means.

China’s "Sky Train" levitates power-free on permanent magnet tracks
• A new Sky Train test track in Southern China has debuted the world's first maglev transit system built using 

permanent magnets instead of electromagnets. It's capable of keeping its underslung carriages suspended 
indefinitely without a power supply.

• The benefits of maglev public transport systems are fairly clear: they're nearly silent, they need little maintenance, 
and they eliminate rolling resistance, so they use less energy to                                                            
accelerate. On the other hand, they don't show up in slow-speed                                                                 
transit services all that often, since the energy used to levitate a                                                         
conventional maglev train adds somewhere around 15% to the                                                                   
overall energy bill at suburban speeds, as compared to a subway or                                                           
light rail.

• That's only if you use electromagnets, though. Permanent magnets                                                             
deliver their magnetic forces 24/7, for free – provided you can                                                                 
afford the rare earth metals needed to make them permanent                                                                   
magnets in the first place. 
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Direct to consumer
• Let’s take a quick look at what the D2C eCommerce model is, why it’s so popular right now and what differentiators 

set Lineage apart from other providers.
• What is D2C?
• Direct-to-Consumer, also known as D2C or DTC, is exactly as it sounds: selling directly to the consumer. This method 

breaks down the barrier between brand and customer, allowing for brands to interact directly with their customers 
and provide a more personalized buying experience. When done well, D2C models can make customers for life.

• During the pandemic, buying behaviors radically changed. As storefronts temporarily shut down and in-store stocks 
became less predictable due to pandemic panic-buying, consumers flocked to D2C fulfillment providers in droves. In 
fact, US D2C sales have more than doubled from $76.7 billion in 2019 to $151.2 billion projected in 2022. That 
growth doesn’t look like it’s slowing down any time soon, as eCommerce for food is still in its earliest stages.

• In just a short amount of time, consumers caught on to the incredible benefits of the D2C shopping option.
• Consumer Benefits of a D2C Model

o An unlimited shelf with a wider variety of products to choose from - not limited to available stock in stores.
o Easier to find exactly what you’re looking for that can help with specialized diets or tastes (eg keto, plant 

based, allergen free).
o The incredible convenience of shopping from anywhere and shipping right to your home.
o More personalized brand engagement.
o A virtually seamless shopping experience.
o Convenience of subscription buying with your favorite products arriving weekly or monthly.

US Transportation Department works with supply chain firms to ease port congestion
• The USDOT has stated that a supply chain pilot data-sharing project, aimed at easing bottlenecks at congested US. 

Ports, has begun exchanging data and doubled in size.
• USDOT announced the planned project in March with truckers, shippers, wholesalers, retailers and ports "to develop 

a digital tool that gives companies information on the condition of a node or region in the supply chain."
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'Motorists could drive lorries without extra test'
• A new British plan could allow anyone with a driving license behind the wheel of a lorry. This would not require 

additional tests. According to Transport Secretary Grant Shapps, this "Brexit bonus" plan would help address the 
lorry driver shortage, The consultation, which was opened August 5, will review whether to lift the ban on 
motorists driving 3.5-ton vehicles without sitting a test. The current rules require people to sit five tests to 
become qualified to drive HGVs.

• Delays in the transport of food, fuel and other goods skyrocketed under the shortage amid Covid and Brexit. The 
Transport Secretary believes the plan would increase the number of commercial drivers and boost jobs 
opportunities and the economy.

"We see applications for our collapsible containers everywhere along the supply chain"
• Collapsible containers in all appropriate formats - from small to large - are being used                                 more and 

more frequently in the fruit sector. From the harvest to the point of sale, the                                              
flexible agricultural crates have now proven their worth. And not only as                                                    
transport containers, but as robust harvest helpers as well. The internationally                                             
branched manufacturer Intech Worldwide, based in Hanover, has also recognized                                                
the diverse areas of application in the fruit and vegetable sector for itself and is now                                     
announcing the market launch of the brand-new Green-Line container series.

• The well-recognized company has been primarily dedicated to manufacturing plastic pallets and containers for 
the industrial, retail, automotive, bakery and meat sectors. With the new Green-Line product line, the company 
now wants to enter the agricultural sector to a greater extent. "For us, fruit and vegetables is an interesting 
sector, as we have identified great potential for marketing sustainable reusable containers. We see potential 
applications for our collapsible containers everywhere along the supply chain, from the grower to the processing 
industry, all the way to the point of sale," says Bastian Denzer, the company's Director of Sales & Logistics.

• Particularly advantageous in opening up the new market, he says, is the international sales network                                     
of resellers and partners in what are now 24 European countries. 
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European road transport prices break new records
For the first time since the beginning of the report, Ti, Upply and IRU can offer a differentiated analysis of spot and 
contract rates in this edition covering Q2 2022. 
• War in Ukraine: Following the invasion of Ukraine, in March, the EU-27 pre-tax diesel price jumped 69%. 
• Demand weakening: Multiple indicators point to a weakening demand for European road freight, with declining 

activity in all major economies and inflation rates weighing on consumer and business confidence. 
• Rising inflation: Inflation reached a record high of 8.6% in the Eurozone in June. Spain is highest +10.2%, higher 

than the other major European economies of Germany (7.9%), France (5.8%), Italy (8%) and the UK (9.1%).
• Driver shortage: The shortage affects the entire European continent. Germany is in a particularly critical situation 

with an estimated shortage of 50,000 to 80,000 truck drivers. Migrant workers account for 24% of the German 
driver workforce and the loss of Ukrainian citizens returning to defend their country has further restricted the 
supply of drivers in Germany.

• France/Spain: This corridor has seen very significant increases in spot rates. In particular, the increase reached 
21.2% quarter-on-quarter in the Paris-Madrid direction. This is almost twice the average increase in European 
spot rates and is also the second highest increase of all European spot rates. 

• Germany/Poland: All rates, with the exception of spot rates from Duisburg to Warsaw, have reached new 
historical highs on this route after having followed an upward trend since the beginning of the pandemic. 
Contrary to the relationship observed on most European routes, spot rates on this route increased more slowly 
than contract rates. Demand has been affected in particular by the weakening of the industry in Germany and 
Poland. The instability created by the conflict in Ukraine is particularly noticeable in this part of Europe and also
affects the development of industrial prospects.

• France/Great Britain: Following the Brexit, transport operations between France and Great Britain have become 
more expensive and longer. Researchers at the London School of Economics (LSE) have found that while exports 
have largely recovered, British imports from the EU have fallen by 25% compared to other destinations. In 
addition, the variety of goods traded fell by 30%. Low value goods were the most affected by the increase in 
administrative costs.
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Schedule reliability improves to 40% in June 2022
• Sea-Intelligence has published issue 131 of the Global Liner Performance report, with schedule reliability figures up 

to and including June 2022. As the report itself is quite comprehensive and covers schedule reliability across 34 
different trade lanes and 60+ carriers, this press release will only cover the global highlights from the full report.

• Global schedule reliability seems to have broken the trend seen since                                                        
the start of this year, with schedule reliability increasing by 3.6                                                          
percentage points in June 2022 to 40.0%. This also marked the first                                                          
time since the start of the pandemic that schedule reliability improved                                                      
Y/Y. The average delay for LATE vessel arrivals has been dropping                                                            
sharply so far this year but remained unchanged M/M at 6.24 days in                                                          
June. The delay figure is now firmly below the 7-day mark, and an                                                               
improvement over the respective 2021 figure.

• With schedule reliability of 49.5%, Maersk was the most reliable carrier                                                     
in June 2022, followed by Hamburg Süd with 41.4%. There were 10                                                              
carriers with schedule reliability of 30%-40% and only two with schedule reliability of 20%-30%. In June 2022, once 
again, a lot of the carriers                                                                                                 
were very close to each                                                                                                      
other in terms of schedule                                                                                                   
reliability, with 10                                                                                                         
carriers within 7                                                                                                            
percentage points of                                                                                                         
each other. Wan Hai                                                                                                          
had the lowest schedule                                                                                                      
reliability in June 2022                                                                                                     
of 24.8%.
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South Africa on track to return ten rail corridors to service
• The SA government intends to return to service ten priority corridors that were identified for rehabilitation 

following the vandalism and the theft of rail infrastructure that took place during the Covid lockdown.
• Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA) acting Group CEO David Mphelo said on Wednesday: "Through the 

War Room that we have established and the commitment from our employees, we envision completing the work 
on the key priority corridors by the end of this calendar year.”

• Of the 40 corridors in the country, 17 corridors are operational. In an effort to rehabilitate the corridors that were 
destroyed, the Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA) commenced upgrading the rail infrastructure and 
stations in April 2021.

• Ten corridors were identified as a priority based on the volume of passengers per corridor, the demand for the 
service, the extent of damage, and the time required to recover and rehabilitate the corridor.

Lack of parts, labor to extend US chassis shortages into 2024
North American chassis manufacturers expect to fall well short of their production goals this year despite widespread 
equipment shortages that have exacerbated congestion in key ports and inland hubs.

Trucking PPIs drop as fuel prices, surcharges fall
Declines in the producer price indexes for various sectors of trucking reflect falling fuel surcharge revenue and lower 
rates in new contracts but don’t point to a large-scale pricing rollback.

H1 data masks big changes afoot in domestic intermodal: analyst
Domestic intermodal has not yet been able to demonstrate the ability to fully recover from the share lost during the 
post-pandemic surge, though private owners of domestic containers are hoping to change that.

Disruption to delay container shipping ‘downturn’ until 2023: analyst
Although volume growth is waning, container shipping demand for now remains strong and operational bottlenecks 
continue to remove capacity, slowing the industry’s eventual return to normality, according to JOC analyst Lars Jensen.
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5 Parcel trends in 2022 and tips to adapt
Trend #1: Cross-Border - eCommerce is rising not only has the pandemic accelerated the growth in domestic online 
shopping, but it’s also increased consumers’ willingness to make online purchases from abroad. In fact, 57% of online 
shoppers purchased cross-border during the pandemic, with clothing and footwear the most popular categories for 
future purchases according to a survey across the UK, US, Germany, and Australia.
Trend #2: ‘Just in Time’ Supply Chains Have Fallen Out of Favor - It’s no secret that many organizations suffered from
various supply chain difficulties and shortages throughout the pandemic. Previously reliable suppliers couldn’t meet 
demands, and warehouses across the globe decreased or even halted operations due to labor shortages, temporary 
pandemic mandates, or uncertainty about their economic futures.
Trend #3: The Market Is Becoming Carrier-Led - With the increased demand for e-commerce deliveries in 2021, parcel 
shippers learned that even the biggest carriers, including FedEx, UPS, and DHL, can reach capacity thresholds and turn 
away business. These capacity issues are not only set to persist but will also be compounded by new reasons for driver 
shortages.
Trend #4: Last Mile Gig Economy Couriers Will Stay In The Spotlight (except maybe in California) - By this time, the gig 
economy is a familiar transportation staple, with on-demand drivers delivering meals, groceries, and even people. 
During the pandemic, these courier services flourished as retailers joined restaurants, cafes, supermarkets, and
grocery stores and embraced on-demand courier and messenger services such as InstaCart, DoorDash, and UberEats to 
meet customer demand for home delivery.
Trend #5: Last-Mile Delivery Is Going Green - With climate change hitting the top of the news agenda at COP26, 
manufacturers, retailers, and logistics providers are continually exploring ways to reduce their carbon footprint and 
adopt sustainable practices. Moreover, consumers are increasingly drawn toward brands with eco-friendly business 
models, and these priorities directly impact their purchasing decisions. 66% of consumers consider sustainability
when making a purchase, and 34% are willing to pay more for environmentally friendly products.
Conclusion - Unsteady international relations, the aftershocks of the Covid-19 pandemic, and climate change are shaking 
the foundations of many efficient but rigid supply chains. As organizations strive to future-proof their supply chains
in the future, managers must shift their focus to building flexible, resilient order fulfillment.
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July U.S. Container Import Volume Maintains Record Trend for 2022 as Port Congestion and Delays Persist
• U.S. container import volumes in July 2022 set yet another record versus July 2021. While lower than the all-time 

record in May 2022, volumes remain above the level that has caused port congestion and delays for the last 17 
months. A number of factors, such as a slowing economy, inflation and high fuel costs have not had the anticipated 
impact on slowing down U.S. container imports. The combination of increased import volumes from China, delays at 
major East and Gulf Coast ports and the high number of ships waiting off those ports continues to put pressure on 
supply chain predictability. The August update of the logistics metrics Descartes is tracking continues to point to 
congested and challenging global supply chain performance for the rest of 2022. 

• Container imports into the U.S. set another monthly record           U.S. Container Import Volume Year-over-Year Comparison                                                                          

as TEU volume was up 3% from July 2021 to 2,530,906 and up                                                                   
15% from pre-pandemic July 2019. Every month in 2022 has                                                                        
been a record month when compared to previous years. In                                                                      
July, container import volume reversed its June decline and                                                                  
was up 2% versus July 2022. 

• In July, U.S. container import volumes from China were up                                                                    
6.9% to 994,927 TEUs compared to June 2022 and up 6.3%                                                                       
versus July 2021. Chinese imports in July were the highest of                                                                
2022, eclipsing pre-lock down January 2022. At 64,081 TEUs                                                                      
more in July 2022, China was a big contributor to the increased                                                              
U.S. container import volume, representing 75% of the increase                                                               
from the top exporters to the U.S. Chinese manufacturing and ports appear to be fully back online. 

• East and Gulf Coast ports continued to lead West Coast ports in volume in July 2022 versus June 2022, and the 
increase has benefited smaller ports more. Comparing the top five West Coast ports to the top five East and Gulf 
Coast ports in July 2022 versus June 2022 shows that, of the total import container volume, the East stayed flat in 
July 2022 at 44.4%, while the West declined to 40.6% in July 2022 from 42.35% in June 2022. The top 10 ports lost 
share in July 2022 to smaller ports as the top 10 represented 85.1% of all volume. 
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Low vessel utilization will fuel rate decline
• Sea Intelligence had been looking at the development of nominal vessel utilization, as this is a key parameter in 

gauging the strength of the market. In a recent article, it concluded that even though demand grew by 0.6% Y/Y in 
June, it doesn’t change the fact that it has been on a downwards trend ever since it spiked in peak season 2020.

• More pertinent therefore, is how demand growth matches up against deployed capacity. A declining demand trend 
can be offset by a declining injection of capacity, especially in an environment where port congestion leads to 
significant vessel delays, and in turn results in capacity removal.

• When we look at capacity deployment on the major East/West trades, we can see that while demand growth is 
slowing, capacity growth is increasing at the same time. For Transpacific, the drop in vessel utilization is shown in 
figure 1. The sharp drop in May was sustained in June as well, with vessel utilization around the 89% mark.

• There is a correlation between vessel utilization  and spot rates on the Transpacific. Basically, once utilization  gets 
into the 90-95% range for the Transpacific, it effectively means all capacity is fully utilized and spot rates increase 
dramatically. However, now that we have had 2 consecutive                                                                    
months where utilization  is below 90%, it is clear the market is                                                            
no longer at a point which can sustain the extremely high spot                                                               
rates. We also see a similar case on Asia-Europe and Transatlantic                                                              
as well.

• The bottom line is that the average vessel utilization on the major                                                          
head-haul trades continues to be below the threshold which                                                                      
fueled the record rate peaks over the past 1½ years. As a                                                                    
consequence, spot rates will continue to decline.

• Compounding this though is the congestion factor in line with                                                                
dropping retail inventory levels. A combination of these factors in                                                          
total will determine how ocean freight rates react and how spot                                                              
rates versus contract rates play out in the near future.

Sea-Intelligence
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Zhengzhou aims to build world-class logistics hub
• In 2014, a new "Air Silk Road" was established in the central Chinese city of Zhengzhou. Now it aims to build a 

world-class logistics hub. With Zhengzhou Airport as the center, 48 all-cargo routes span the three major economic 
regions of Europe, Asia and the United States, covering major economies in the world.

• The abundance of airport routes provides all companies more route options for importing and exporting goods. 
Cargo planes from more than 20 countries have transported urgently needed anti-epidemic materials, electronic 
products, living necessities and other goods between China and the world.

Felixstowe port strike could result in US$800 million in lost trade
• According to the ALPS Marine analysis by Russell Group, the proposed strike at the UK port of Felixstowe could 

result in over US$800 million in trade disruptions. Over 1,900 members of the British trade union Unite are set to 
strike at the port from 21 until 29 August in a dispute about a pay increase.

• Many experts believe that because of the disruption at Felixstowe, trade will be diverted to smaller ports in the UK 
but also other international ports including Wilhelmshaven, Germany, which has a significantly higher trade inflow 
than Felixstowe.

• Suki Basi, Russell Group managing director: "The disruption at Felixstowe spells more uncertainty for businesses, 
consumers and governments alike. Ports across the globe facing congestion, due to a large backlog caused by the 
pandemic. As our analysis has shown today, these strikes could increase the backlog and in doing so, create even 
more delays, and the effects of this will only be registered in the coming weeks and months."

• According to Unite, more than 500 port operatives at the Port of Liverpool will also strike over pay.

More than 500 Port of Liverpool workers are set to strike
More than 500 port workers at the Port of Liverpool are prepared to go on strike, bringing another one of the UK’s 
busiest ports to a stop. The strike, the timing and duration of which have not yet been determined, but it comes after 
workers at Peel Ports-owned Mersey Docks and Harbour Company (MDHC) voted overwhelmingly in favor of the strike 
in response to an “inadequate” 7% pay raise offer.
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Danish Maersk Group invests $500 million in Suez Canal
• The Suez Canal Authority signed a cooperation agreement with the global Maersk Group, which includes investing 

$500 million to operate a new container berth in the canal. The Danish shipping company will work on developing 
the Suez Canal Container Terminal in East Port Said, to turn it into a global container handling terminal in the 
eastern and southern Mediterranean region, in addition to operating the terminal with the latest advanced 
systems and communications and transforming it into smart station.

• The statement indicated that the new container berth will be 1,000 meters long, adjacent to the existing berth of 
500 meters in length, with an increase in the number of cranes to 30, all powered by electricity instead of diesel, 
in a serious step to reduce the station's emissions and turn it into a green station by the end of 2030.

Yang Ming reports US$4 billion profit
• Taiwan’s Yang Ming Marine Transport Corporation has announced that its net profit after tax and earnings per 

share (EPS) were US$4 billion (NT$116.11 billion) and US$1.1 (NT$33.25) respectively for the first half of the year.
• In the meeting of the board of directors, the Taiwanese container carrier reported that consolidated revenues for 

the same period stood at US$7.5 billion (NT$216.15 billion), up by 59.5% from the same period of last year. In the 
first six months of 2022, the company handled 2.27 million TEU, which is increased by 2% compared to the 2021 
first half.

• In the meantime, Yang Ming's consolidated revenue in the second quarter was US$3.8 billion, translating to an 
increase of 49.4% year-on-year. The Asian box line confirmed net profit after TAX of US$1.9 billion and EPS of 
US$0.53 (NT$15.9) for the second quarter of 2022.

Smooth flow of citrus exports from Durban relieves an anxious industry
At the Durban Container Terminal, reefer containers are doing very well this year and the citrus industry is going to hit 
some nice numbers in terms of volumes. 2022 has, so far, been better than we thought it would be in terms of the 
performance of the terminals. Durban port operations are certainly better than last year, the week of civil unrest in 
KwaZulu-Natal in mid-July last year was immediately followed by a cyber attack on Transnet, paralyzing exports.
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Global Container Terminal Operators Annual Review and Forecast report
• ‘Widespread container shipping trade recovery post-pandemic has boosted global terminal capacity outlook’
• According to Drewry’s latest Global Container Terminal                                                                       

Operators Annual Review and Forecast report, a                                                                               
widespread container shipping trade recovery in the wake                                                                     
of the pandemic has boosted the global terminal capacity                                                                     
outlook, supported by global terminal operators’ (GTOs)                                                                      
increased appetite for higher-risk greenfield projects to                                                                       
deliver long-term growth.

• Global container port capacity is projected to increase by                                                                   
an average annual rate of 2.4% to reach 1.38 billion TEU by                                                                  
2026. However, the worsening economic and geopolitical                                                                       
situation has led to a downgrading of the cargo demand                                                                       
outlook, and as a result container port utilization is now                                                                   
projected to moderate to 70% in 2025 compared to last                                                                        
year’s projection of 75%.

• While the majority (70%) of GTO investment plans remain focused on existing assets, there has been a notable 
increase in the number of greenfield projects – with CMA Terminals, Hutchison and TIL all expected to add 4 
million TEU or additional greenfield capacity by 2026.

Port of Long Beach: Most active July on record
The Port of Long Beach had its busiest July on record. Dockworkers and terminal operators moved 785,843 twenty-
foot equivalent units in July, a slim 0.13% increase from the previous record set in July 2021. Imports declined 1.8% to 
376,175 TEUs, while exports were down 0.5% to 109,411 TEUs. Empty containers moved through the Port were up 
2.8% to 300,257 TEUs. With the July result, the Port of Long Beach has broken monthly records in six out of the last 
seven months. The Port has moved 5,793,621 TEUs during 2022, up 4.6% from the same period last year.
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Federal Maritime Commission chair calls on carriers to pay for container storage
• US Federal Maritime Commission Chairman Daniel Maffei has visited the Port of New York and New Jersey to 

address the increasing congestion. The seaport has witnessed a cargo increase of nearly 12 per cent year-to-date 
compared to the same period last year and an astounding rise of 34 per cent in cargo volume compared to the 
same period during pre-pandemic 2019. This which led to increasing congestion issues.

• Just last week, PANYNJ announced it will implement a new quarterly container imbalance fee for ocean carriers as 
part of the seaport’s effort to reduce congestion. The container management fee, targeting excess empty 
containers being stored in the port for long periods, will be effective as of 1 September 2022 pending a mandatory 
federal 30-day notice period. The fee will reduce the number of excess empty containers dwelling at the port and 
free up much-needed capacity for containers that are full of imports and ready to be picked up by cargo owners.

• During his meeting with trucking representatives and marine terminal operators at PANYNJ, FMC Chairman Maffei 
defended this stricter standpoint: “When ocean carriers continue to bring thousands of containers per month to a 
port and only pick up a fraction of that number, it creates an untenable situation for terminals, importers and 
exporters, trucking companies, and the port itself.”

Shipping container lines will break last year’s profit record
• The world’s largest container lines are on course to post profits in 2022 that will top last year’s record by 73%, 

according to a new forecast.
• Net income this year will likely reach $256 billion based on the 11 carriers monitored by industry veteran John 

McCown, the founder of Blue Alpha Capital. That’s an increase of $36 billion from his prior estimate in April and 
roughly equivalent to the gross domestic product of Portugal. The figure last year hit an all-time high of $148 
billion, according to McCown.

• “These profit increases are being driven by continuing increases in the rates in contracts that cover the large 
majority of loads actually moving on ships,” he said in an email. Even though spot rates have declined all year, they 
represent a small fraction of overall seaborne freight costs, McCown added.
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Tobacco Category Feels the Impact of Inflation in Q2
• Higher gas prices are also affecting the core tobacco consumer, according to a recent Goldman Sachs survey.
• According to the Goldman Sachs second quarter Nicotine Nuggets survey, higher gas prices and inflation started to 

take a toll on lower income/core tobacco consumers.
• "Overall, our contacts are incrementally cautious and highlighted that cigarette volume declines accelerated, 

downtrading pressure intensified and pricing power is softening in Q2 as increased pressure on low-income 
consumers is forcing them to make trade-off decisions," said Bonnie Herzog, managing director at Goldman Sachs.

• Nicotine Nuggets surveys retailer and wholesaler contacts represents approximately 75,000 c-store retail locations 
across the United States, or roughly half of the total channel.

• Cigarette volume declines accelerated in the second quarter of 2022 reflecting increased pressure on low-income 
consumers forced to make trade-off decisions resulting in shifts to packs vs cartons, reduced tobacco purchase 
frequency and less store trips and lower spending per store trip on tobacco/nicotine products.

• Pricing power softening as consumers have less money to spend on tobacco purchases. Approximately 65% of 
retailers noted manufacturers have less pricing power today than one-year ago, which is a marked shift from previous 
surveys, and a sharp increase from an approximately 30% average in prior surveys.

• Looking at segments, Nicotine Nuggets found smokeless nicotine remains strong, led by modern oral nicotine brands 
on! and ZYN.

• As for electronic cigarettes, volume remains broadly stable reflecting growth in flavored disposables and increased 
out-switching from cigarettes.

• Additionally, Goldman Sachs retailer and wholesaler contacts did not report any broad negative impact to JUUL from 
the Food and Drug Administration's marketing denial order and subsequent judicial stay in late June.

• However, survey respondents remain concerned about a potential nicotine cap rule and related unintended 
consequences, but they believe it is too early to implement a change in their tobacco strategy given the policy could 
take several years to be implemented, according to Herzog.

• Consumers are also largely unaware of the proposed policy.
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Perspectives Toward a Treatment for Early Onset Alzheimer’s Disease
• When small companies have big ideas that could benefit countless patients, they must find partners to expand the 

spectrum of their expertise and infrastructure to help them test these ideas and facilitate their speedy translation to 
therapeutics. The key driver in this process is the need of patients who are quickly running out of time, and the prime 
considerations for both parent and partnering companies are efficacy and safety of the therapeutic.

Monkeypox vaccine procurement problems risk disease becoming endemic
• A shortage of monkeypox vaccines could cause an “endemic public health challenge” and a procurement plan must be 

drawn up, a charity has warned.
• The UK only has 8,300 monkeypox vaccines left but it needs 250,000 doses of the vaccine to vaccinate the estimated 

125,000 people who are most vulnerable to the virus.
• Current stocks represent 10-20 days of supply with no further shipments of the vaccine expected until late 

September, following the temporary shutdown of a vital factory.
• The UK has seen around 3,000 people so far infected with the virus, which causes intense blistering across the body, 

with around 70% of cases concentrated in London. There have been around 31,400 confirmed cases of monkeypox 
across the globe.

• Claire Dewsnap, the president of the British Association for Sexual Health and HIV, said the UK was facing “supply 
challenges” in obtaining the vaccine, and further said “without urgent action to procure more vaccines and avoid a 
gap in supply, we risk the disease spreading further throughout the UK and becoming an endemic public health 
challenge”.

• There are global supply issues as the vaccine is currently only manufactured by one company, Bavarian Nordic, which 
closed its bulk manufacturing facility in spring of 2022 before the outbreak of monkeypox, to focus on the production 
of other vaccines such as rabies and encephalitis.

• The World Health Organisation said: “Global supply is being assessed with manufacturers and partners to support 
sufficient supply, and mechanisms for access are being developed.”

• The UK Health Security Agency and Bavarian Nordic have been approached for comment. 
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12 hospital deals called off in past year
Below are 12 hospital deals called off since August 2021.
• Elkins, WV Davis Health System and Morgantown, WV WVU Medicine ended an affiliation in August over Davis 

Health System's EHR vendor choice.
• Tucson, AZ TMC Health ended its bid in early June to buy Santa Cruz Valley Regional Hospital in Green Valley, AZ.
• TN-based HCA Healthcare and TX-based Steward Health Care System abandoned their proposed.
• Two NJ-based health systems — Saint Peter's Healthcare System and RWJBarnabas Health — terminated a definitive 

agreement to merge in June. 
• NH-based Dartmouth Health and Manchester, N.H.-based GraniteOne Health canceled their proposed merger in 

May after the state Attorney General's Office said the move would violate the New Hampshire constitution.
• NJ-based Hackensack Meridian Health and Englewood (NJ) Health ended their merger plans in April.
• The boards of Lifespan and Care New England — both RI — withdrew their merger application after the Federal 

Trade Commission made an announcement Feb. 17 it would file suit to block the deal.
• Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian in CA, and Providence, a Catholic health system based in WA announced in 

January that they would end their affiliation.
• Trinity Health Mid-Atlantic abandoned its plan in January to buy PA-based Tower Health's Chestnut Hill Hospital in 

Philadelphia.
• KY-based SSM Health and Brentwood, TNbased Quorum Health backed out of a potential deal in October for 

Quorum to acquire one of SSM Health's hospitals and its associated medical group. 
• Ascension and AdventHealth announced in October that they are unwinding their Amita Health partnership after 

working together for nearly seven years. Amita Health, a joint venture providing healthcare services to the greater 
Chicago area, comprises 15 acute care hospitals, four specialty hospitals and immediate and outpatient care centers. 
After St. Louis-based Ascension and Altamonte Springs, Fla.-based AdventHealth unwind their partnership, each 
organization will operate their hospitals and care sites in the Chicago area.

• West Reading, Pa.-based Tower Health called off a deal in December to sell two hospitals to Canyon Atlantic 
Partners, a hospital management firm based in Austin, Texas. 
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U.S. surpasses 10,000 monkeypox cases, CDC confirms
• The U.S. has surpassed 10,000 monkeypox cases, the CDC confirmed.
• Why it matters: The milestone comes as the U.S. government begins a strategy of stretching its available monkeypox 

vaccine doses.
• What to watch: Monkeypox may soon have a new name. The World Health Organization plans to give the virus a 

new moniker amid concerns it may be discriminatory and may not accurately describe its origins, The Hill reports.
• STAT's Helen Branswell recently gave a great explainer about the complicated campaign to change the name.

Healthcare is going virtual
Digital consultations are growing in popularity as patients do everything from meet with physicians to order prescription 
refills on apps and websites. And businesses like medical device manufacturers are opening up new revenue streams by 
selling to commercial customers and end users online.

Few Australians eat enough fruit and vegetables
• Only a small share of Australians are eating enough fruit and vegetables, with dieticians warning the country could 

be headed for an obesity crisis. Results from the latest National Health                                                     
Survey, released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics on Friday, showed                                                    
94% of adults did not meet the recommended daily intake for both fruit                                                       
and vegetables. People were more likely to eat fruit than vegetables, with                                                   
45% eating enough fruit, as opposed to 8.7% who ate enough vegetables. 

• The survey revealed a divide based on gender. 13% of women met                                                               
recommended daily intake of vegetables, the share was 4.4% per cent for                                                      
men. Similarly, 9% of women met both the fruit and vegetable guidelines,                                                     
compared to 3% of men. Dietitians Australian CEO Robert Hunt said in the                                                     
midst of a fresh food price and supply crisis the government needed to                                                       
invest in a coordinated approach to nutrition.
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Cybersecurity threat is escalating up and down the global supply chain
• Five years ago, the largest maritime container shipping company                        in the world was hit with a 

cyberattack that crippled its booking system, stalled tracking of its containers and disrupted operations at 
container terminals all over the world operated by its APM Terminals subsidiary. The financial cost to A.P. Møller-
Mærsk was later estimated at US$300 million.

• As Lloyd’s List editor Richard Meade noted in introductory remarks for the U.K.-based shipping journal’s 2022 
webinar on shipping sector cyber threats, industry surveys show now that cyberattacks and data theft “are 
routinely in the top three risks perceived by maritime businesses, but those same surveys routinely report that 
the industry is not fully prepared to tackle that risk.” 

• It’s a risk that is escalating up and down the global supply chain. 
• BlueVoyant’s second annual survey of cyber risk management in sectors ranging from financial services and health 

care to utilities and energy found “a fractured landscape, with different industries and regions responding 
differently to the challenges posed by another year of damaging, costly cyber events.” 

• Those 2021 events included the SolarWinds cyberattack, which cost an estimated US$100 billion, according to the 
global cybersecurity company. 

• BlueVoyant’s survey of 1,200 senior executives in Canada, the U.S., Germany, the Netherlands, the U.K. and 
Singapore found that 93% had suffered a cybersecurity breach and that the number of those breaches had 
increased 37% in the past 12 months.

• Meanwhile, PwC’s Canada Cyber Threat Intelligence report estimates that the average cost of a data breach in 
Canada is now $6.35 million, and that supply-chain-related cyberattacks are becoming more frequent and more 
complex.

• Globally, the annual cost of cyber crime to the world economy ranges anywhere from US$1 trillion to US$3 trillion.
• “The prospect of a major cyberattack has loomed large over the [shipping] industry for many years,” Meade said, 

“but right now, the risk rates are flashing red.” 
• Shipping lines are especially vulnerable to cyberattacks because of the wide range of entry points to their 

navigation technologies and cargo handling, communications and management systems.
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New Supersonic Jet Will Fly From London to NYC in 3.5 Hours—on 100% Biofuel
• Supersonic air travel has always messed with the concept of time. Such as being able to fly across the Atlantic and 

land before your scheduled departure time.
• But plane maker Boom managed to reach new heights of temporal irony with the latest iteration of its Overture 

supersonic aircraft. Its production-conforming design revealed recently at the Farnborough Air Show in the UK has 
managed to                 turn the clock                  back to the 1960s and look astonishingly similar to Concorde. Delta
wings, four                       underslung                          engines and a long, slim fuselage make comparison hard to avoid.

• But given                                                                               the six decades of  technological innovation since French and 
British                                                                                         designers penned  the world’s first supersonic airliner, Boom 
has been able to bring in                                                                 some improvements. Its composite Overture has a 
conventional tail, its                                                                                                    wing has a sinuous twist and the 
medium-bypass                                                                                                                   turbofan engines do away with              
the need                                                                                                                     for afterburners - which                                                                         
were                                                              responsible for a substantial                              part of the 
noise levels that helped kill off Concorde.

• Avoiding afterburners pays dividends in fuel consumption, too. Boom is also making a separate nod                towards 
sustainability by vowing that its engines will run on 100 percent sustainable aviation fuel (SAF).

• The Overture will have a Mach 1.7 cruise speed over water, a cruising altitude of 60,000 feet, a non-stop range of 
4,250 nautical miles, and a capacity of up to 80 speed-enthused passengers.

• Boom is also promising wow factors along with the technology, at least for aviation nerds. The fuselage is optimized 
for aerodynamic efficiency by being slightly larger in cross-section at the front than at the back. The door where the 
passengers board is in this larger section, which will give a roomy feeling to the start of people’s super-speed 
experiences. Anyone who remembers Concorde will recall a narrow, low-headroom pencil of an airplane that was 
fabulous because it was fast, not because it was luxurious or comfortable. The windows are much bigger than 
Concorde’s, too.

INSIDER
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REE Automotive unveils Class 3 box truck powered by its P7 electric chassis and REEcornersModular transportation developer REE Automotive has debuted the P7-B, a novel Class 3 box truck designed and built by 
REE to target the most in-demand vehicle type in the commercial segment. The truck sits atop REE Automotive’s P7 cab 
chassis and is powered by the company’s                                                            proprietary REEcorner technology.

REE Automotive 
($REE) is an e-
mobility solutions 
company 
headquartered in 
Herzliya, Israel, with 
additional offices in 
the UK and Germany. 

Last summer, REE 
announced a new US 
headquarters 
planned for Austin, 
which remains on 
track to open later 
this year.

The company 
specializes in 
developing and 
manufacturing 
modular EV 
platforms, which 
integrates all the 
traditional drive 
components
(steering, braking, 
suspension, 
powertrain, and 
control) into the 
arch of the wheel.

REE Automotive shared details of its new P7-B box truck as a part of a fleet of new electric commercial vehicles. These 
are available to prospective customers to evaluate and test in order to experience its performance and design, which 
includes REE’s novel REEcorner “x-by-wire” technology.
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The Old Ferry Boat Inn – 560 AD
The Highway Inn – 1450 AD

Ye Olde Man & Scythe – 1251 AD

Ye Olde Trip to Jerusalem – 1189 AD
Adam and Eve – 1249 AD

Ye Olde Fighting Cocks – 793 AD
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• In 2020, the global cost of 
cybercrime was estimated to be 
around $945 billion, according to 
McAfee.

• It’s likely even higher today, as 
multiple sources have recorded 
an increase in the frequency and 
sophistication of cyberattacks 
during the pandemic.

• The greatest cost of a data breach is lost 
business, which results from system 
downtimes, reputational losses, and lost 
customers. Second is detection and 
escalation, including investigative 
activities, audit services, and 
communications to stakeholders.

• Post breach response includes costs such 
as legal expenditures, issuing new 
accounts or credit cards (in the case of 
financial institutions), and other 
monitoring services. Lastly, notification 
refers to the cost of notifying regulators, 
stakeholders, and other third parties.
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• Decarbonization efforts in the U.S. are 
ramping up, and in 2020, greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions were lower than at 
any point during the previous 30 years.

• However, there’s still work to be done 
before various organizations, states, and 
nationwide targets are met. And when 
looking at GHG emissions by sector, the 
data suggests that some groups have 
more work cut out for them than 
others.

• This graphic from the National Public 
Utilities Council provides the key data 
and trends on the total emissions by 
U.S. sector since 1990.

• The transportation sector ranks highest 
by emissions and has been notably 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
which is still affecting travel and supply 
chains. This has led to whipsawing 
figures during the last two years.

• Following transportation, electricity 
generation accounted for a quarter of 
U.S. GHG emissions in 2020, with fossil 
fuel combustion making up nearly 99% 
of the sector’s emissions.


